that move normally, are fully fertile, and have a normal San Francisco, California 94143 metabolic rate. In addition, it has also been possible to obtain long-lived genetic mosaics that do not produce fat. The fact that these long-lived mutants can appear While many processes in biology, such as cell differentiso normal makes one optimistic that if this system exists ation and development, increase complexity, the aging in humans, then by perturbing it in the right way, it may process increases entropy and culminates in the death be possible to extend normal youthfulness and lifespan. of the animal. Thus, the discovery that single gene mutaSo far, the only dauer-like trait that has not been untions in many organisms can extend lifespan dramaticoupled from longevity in C. elegans is stress resistance. cally was surprising. These mutations indicated that the Thus, it is possible that the ability to detoxify reactive aging process is subject to regulation; it is not as random This may be the case, since mutations and cell ablations long-lived. As they enter the dauer state, the animals affecting sensory neurons increase longevity, at least synthesize food-storage substances such as fat, which in part by modulating components of the insulin/IGF-1 they metabolize as dauers. When conditions improve, pathway. they become fertile adults with normal lifespans (Fig 
changes in insulin/IGF-1 pathway components could Together these similarities suggest that this regulatory play a role in the evolution of lifespan, and this is sugsystem arose early in evolution (see Kenyon, 1996; Tisgested by the longevity of small dogs. This model is senbaum and Guarente, 2001). Its selective value should attractive because there is evidence that much of evolube enormous. When food becomes limiting, an animal tion occurs by changes in regulatory genes. In general, lacking this system would either die of starvation, or evolutionary biologists have not embraced the idea that produce progeny that die of starvation. In contrast, with aging is regulated, because there can be no selection this food-sensing system in place, as food declines, the for longevity once reproduction is complete and the animal begins to build up fat and/or glycogen reserves, progeny are able to live independently. However, the elaborates stress-resistance mechanisms, and delays benefit of combining lifespan extension with other traits or suspends reproduction until food is restored. It also during diapause (particularly delayed reproduction) proactivates pathways that extend lifespan, which invides a strong justification for the evolution of a mechacreases the organism's chance of being alive and still nism that regulates lifespan. If such a mechanism did youthful enough to reproduce if it takes a long time not exist, the chance of an animal in diapause outliving for conditions to improve. Each of the diapause-linked harsh conditions before producing its progeny would processes, such as production of food storage reserves, be reduced. Because these insulin/IGF-1-like systems or the suspension of reproduction, would have selective can link lifespan with reproduction, a mechanism for value on its own. Enhanced stress resistance could proregulating lifespan would have selective value, and tect the animal from heat or toxins that cause oxidative could arise during evolution. damage (Mahajan-Miklos et al., 1999). Because each
